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Procedure for short term storage of centrifuges 
 

With the emergence of the SARS-COV-2 virus and the associated COVID-
19 pandemic, many research facilities are reducing or even temporarily 
closing their facilities. For laboratories, this requires not just halting 
experiments, but also taking care in properly switching off and putting 
laboratory equipment in storage. 
 
Below, please find our recommended procedure for proper storage of 
your centrifuges. 
 

Floor Model Centrifuge: 
 
First, remove the rotor from the centrifuge and completely wipe it clean 
before storing it. Failure to removing the rotor can cause it to become 
stuck on the motor shaft and potentially may require parts replacement. 
 
If the centrifuge is not going to be put in service for a few weeks and 
does not require relocation, our recommendation is to switch power off to 
the unit, unplug it from the wall outlet and nicely place the power cord 
inside of the chamber after wiping it off dry. Leave the centrifuge’s lid 
open. 
  
If relocation of the centrifuge is necessary, due to the complexity of the 
process involved, I would recommend contacting Thermo Fisher (1-800-
438-4851) and request to have a technician come out to assist or have 
your in-house technician speak with technical support. Same thing would 
apply for when it’s needed to be put back in service. 
 

Tabletop or Benchtop Centrifuge: 
 
First, remove the rotor from the centrifuge and completely wipe it clean 
before storing it. Failure to removing the rotor can cause it to become 
stuck on the motor shaft and potentially may require parts replacement. 
Switch off the power switch of the centrifuge, unplug it from the wall 
outlet and nicely place the power cord in the chamber after wiping it off 
dry. Leave the centrifuge’s lid open. 
 

Long Term Storage 
 
If long term storage is necessary, make sure to decontaminate/disinfect 
the centrifuge and its accessories by following your lab’s protocol or, if 
not sure, speak with Thermo Fisher’s Pre-Sales applications for guidance 
(866-984-3766). Avoid storing the centrifuge in direct sunlight. 
 
Additional information is included in the owner’s manual as well for 
reference. 
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